OFFENDERS & DEFENDERS
By Sonia Horon

Unconscious Coupling &
Conscious Uncoupling

Can I be Tinseltown brutal? Why did QUEEN of sticking
her nose in other people’s business, TV host Wendy
Williams who made fame and fortune casting judgment
on others try to keep her own dirty laundry hidden in a
city where cameras/reporters are everywhere? Bottom line: Money and reputation. We
hate cheaters, but how can we sympathize with Wendy when she’s had no sympathy for
others who’ve landed in marital doo doo? A cheating/abusive husband who’s in love
with another woman who BTW gave birth to his kid while Wendy was fighting addiction
demons? And, this isn’t just Wendy. It’s what women tend to do when our backs are
against the wall: Wallow in denial and hide from the truth. More of us might sympathize
with Wendy if she hadn’t tried to pull the wool over our eyes for so long by leading a
double life. We all need courage to confront our struggles, and we need courageous
role models who show us it’s OK to tell our truth, get help and move on. Disney’s bad
luck with former superstar kids strikes again with Miley-Tongue-Out-Cyrus. Seems
Aussie hunk/hubby Liam Hemsworth didn’t appreciate Miley licking his face on the
red carpet, and pulled the plug on their short marriage. Miley wasted no time finding a
hot rebound and tonguing on a new face. Photogs caught her on a yacht with Kaitlynn
Carter—Brody Jenner’s ex. WOW. Khloe vs.Tristan, Adele vs. Simon, Bradley vs. Irina,
Katie vs. Jamie... doesn’t anyone stay coupled anymore? Hollywood has some serious
splainin’ to do. On a positive uncoupling: When cheatin’ Jeff Bezos handed over billions
to ex-wife MacKenzie—who knew she’d become an even more unforgettable
woman for pledging half her $36 billion fortune to “Giving Pledge” a charity
helping underserved people around the world? Checkmate, MacKenzie.

Knock-Down Drag-Out

“Kiki, Do You Love Me?” A line from Drake’s smash hit “In My
Feelings” had Kanye West in his feelings over the possibility
that on his wife’s CVS-receipt-long list of ex-lovers was the
name Drizzy Drake. When Drizzy didn’t squash the rumor, Ye
who uses Twitter as a therapist, reportedly accused Drake of
threatening his family. Kanye barely scraped by this year by
declaring slavery was “a choice” on a live TMZ rant. Our
advice: One of the ‘K’s’ take his phone away! Oy... it’s a daily
tabloid rant that sisters-in-law Kate and Meghan are duking it out and now
reports Prince Andrew was a bud of pedophile Jeffrey Epstein? Not only
Hollywood needs a brain transplant. Epstein’s death looks less like the end
and more like the beginning of an insidious scandal filled with creepers
shaking in their boots for fear of being exposed. Tick Tock because no one
is above the law. For anyone with anything to do with these abominable
acts we hope they get what they deserve: Prison. Hey, this isn’t Bruce Lee
“Enter TheDragon”... especially not when a no-threat Kung Fu wannabe tries to show off
his ZERO caginess at a Arnold Schwarzenegger event by attempting to terminate the
Terminator with a sloppy drop kick. Anyone laugh at that fool as much as I did? Heads
up event crashers: Celebrities are just as tired at the end of the week as
we are, but get dressed up anyway and go out to support events they
are affiliated with. It’s always a treat seeing our
fav stars up close—so attention-seekers—don’t
ruin the fun for everyone by giving movie stars a
hard time, and get them second-guessing their
public appearances because some psycho may
try something strange. I guess the “Terminator”
movie never aired in South Africa because who
would be stupid enough to think they could bring
down Schwarzenegger? Who BTW was there for
the ‘Arnold Sports Festival’ to generate excite-
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ment for his fans—not get sideswiped by a
freak. While most of us would have hit the
floor face down, former California Governor
Schwarzenegger barely budged, and then
declined to press charges. As our buddy
Mario Lopez described it, “Like a mosquito
kickin a rhino, it didn’t even bother my guy.”
As for any future South Africa drop-ins... only time
will tell if Arnold WILL BE BACK!

Sometimes Less Is More

Speaking of Mario Lopez: A.C. Slater got into hot
water during a pod cast when he inserted his point
of view in a discussion on gender identity politics,
by saying that it was “dangerous” for parents to
allow kids to choose their identity at a young age.
Mario, we love you dude, but how about NOT sharing your point
of view on how others should raise their kids? We have the feeling
you wouldn’t like it. Onto Kelly McGillis and the celebrity haunting
of what normal people refer to as “aging” something none of us
can escape unless we’re dead. No doubt Hollywood has earned
the reputation of mostly “closed-door” to actresses over 21. So,
if you’re 22, you’ll be playing someone’s mama; by 23 you’ll be
auditioning for grandma. With that in mind nobody blinked an eye
when McGillis was passed over in the upcoming “Top Gun” sequel and replaced by
a younger woman, while Tom Cruise reclaimed his role. But everyone’s jaws dropped
when instead of bemoaning the movie industry, McGillis said, “I’m old and I’m fat, and
I look age-appropriate for what my age is.” Kelly is our hero. An actress who refuses to
fist fight with Mother Nature and tells it like it is: Aging is inevitable!

For The Romantics

He’s a killer and a notorious drug kingpin, but when the FEDS
asked his beauty queen wife if “El Chapo” was a criminal they
heard... “QUE!?” Men everywhere were fist pumping the air
wishing their women were as ride-or-die as Mrs. El Chapo.
Nothins’ stronger than love! Or, could it be that she was doing
her best to avoid a one-way ticket trip down the river? If Netflix
reads this, I’m calling dibs on a possible storyline for a sequel
to Narcos. Raise your hand if you want to be Karl Lagerfeld’s
cat. Why, you may ask? Because after the fashion guru and
creative director of the House of Chanel passed away in
February, it’s now been reported that he left a good
part of his $200 million fortune to his cat, Choupette
(French for “sweetie”) giving her about a million
reasons to purr. Choupette, a celebrity in her own
right will continue to live the luxurious lifestyle that
she is accustomed to: Two maids will
play with her daily and provide her
with three food options from which
to choose for every meal. I’m sure
Choupette coughed up a hairball when
thinking of her vast fortune. On a serious note, we will
remember Karl for his impeccable style, witty quotes,
and for making women all over the world throw out
every pair of sweatpants they own after he famously
said, “Sweatpants are a sign of defeat. You lost
control of your life so you bought some sweatpants.”
Karl, on vous aime. n

